Web Design

Personal portfolio site: http://home.uchicago.edu/bellawu
HTML and CSS
Graphic Design

Adobe CS: InDesign, Illustrator, Photoshop, Bridge

Poster concept for Austin City Limits Music Festival

AUSTIN CITY LIMITS
MUSIC FESTIVAL ★ TENTH ANNIVERSARY
[SEPTEMBER 16-18, 2011] [ZILKER PARK] [AUSTIN, TEXAS]

STEVIE WONDER + ARCADE FIRE + KANYE WEST + COLDPLAY
MY MORNING JACKET + MANU CHAO LA VENTURA + FLEET FOXES
ALISON KRAUSS & UNION STATION + NAS & DAMIAN “JR GONG” MARLEY + CEE LO
BRIGHT EYES + SOCIAL DISTORTION + EMPIRE OF THE SUN + CUT COPY
RAY LAMONTAGNE + SANTIGOLD + PRETTY LIGHTS + TV ON THE RADIO + SKRILLEX + BIG BOI
RANDY NEWMAN + IRON & WINE + RYAN BINGHAM & THE DEAD HORSES + BROKEN SOCIAL SCENE
CHROME + OLD CROW MEDICINE SHOW + DEATH FROM ABOVE 1979 + COLD WAR KIDS
THE AERBORENE TOXIC EVENT + ELBOW + GILLIAN WELCH + FITZ AND THE TANTRUMS + DELTA SPIRIT
THE WALKMEN + FOSTER THE PEOPLE + SMITH WESTERNs + COURT YARD HOUNDS + YOUNG THE GIANT
ALEXANDER + CHIDDY BANG + MAVIS STAPLES + GOMEZ + J. ROODY WALSTON & THE BUSINESS
JACK INGRAM + PRESERVATION HALL JAZZ BAND + THE DEL McCOURY BAND + JAMES BLAKE
SARA BARRELLS + CITY AND COLOUR + TWIN SHADOW + AWOLNATION + WILD BEASTS + HAYES CARLL
BRANDI CARLILE + NORTH Mississippi ALLSTARS + THE ANTLERS + WANDA JACKSON
DALE EARNHARDT JR. JR. + THE HEAD AND THE HEART + MARICELA EL BRONX
ABIGAIL WASBURN + THE VILLAGE + JOSEPH ARTHUR + GARY CLARK JR. + THE SECRET SISTERS
THE BELL BRIGADE + ALOE BLACC & THE GRAND SCHEME + BOMBA ESTEREO + DANIEL LANOIS
LACK DUB + PHOSPHORESCENT + MONA + THE VACCINES + CHARLES BRADLEY + REPTAR
FOOL’S GOLD + BEARDYMAN + THE GREENCARDS + AN HORSE + NICK 13 + ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL
FUTUREBIRDS + THEOPHILUS LONDON + PATRICE PIKE + THE MOONDOGGIES + THE CAVE SINGERS
HA HA TONKA + FRANCISCA VALENZUELA + MINIATURE TIGERS + COWBOY AND INDIAN + RUBY JANE
LITTLE HURRICANE + TYLER BRYANT + HUDSON MOORE + BOBBY LONG + THE KINGSTON SPRINGS
JON PARDI + CHANCELLOR WARHOL + MILKDRIVE + SETH WALKER + COURTNEY JAYE + LEROY POWELL
THE LEE BOYS + THE DURDENS + THE WARRIOR GOSPEL BAND + ENDURANCE + THE Bells OF Joy
DISCIPLES OF CHRIST + TYREE MORRIS AND THE HEARTS OF WORSHIP + SARA DEKKMAN
PETER DESTEPO & TOR + THE SCHOOL OF ROCK + HEIDI SWEETBURG + MARIANA IRIAZI + BRADY RYMER
RECESS MONKEY + THE A BROTHERS + QUINN SULLIVAN + THE BARTON HILLS CHOIR + FRESH MILLIONS

[TICKETS @ WWW.ACLFESTIVAL.COM] [COME EARLY, BE LOUD, STAY LATE]
THEREFORE, MY DEAR BROTHERS, STAND FIRM. LET NOTHING MOVE YOU. ALWAYS GIVE YOURSELVES FULLY TO THE WORK OF THE LORD, BECAUSE YOU KNOW THAT YOUR LABOR IN THE LORD IS NOT IN VAIN.

1 CORINTHIANS 15:58

Asian American InterVarsity Marketing Materials

We love because he first loved us.
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